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Roomstyler Customization Options
Introduction

This document shows how Roomstyler can be customized into a retailer website, 

enabling your customers to easily create their own space, and design their 

own interior by filling the room with furniture, including your set of products. 

Furthermore, you can showcase these rooms as example interiors with your 

products on your website.

The document only covers visual aspects of the customization. We have a 

different document on how to technically integrate Roomstyler using our API.

There are 2 sections in the Roomstyler environment that can be customized when 

integrated in your own system:

Roomplanner - Where a customer can draw and design their space (page 8)

Room page - Shows a rendered image of the room and a list of products with 

which the room is populated. (page 25)

Furthermore we have a Retailer Insights section - This is where a retailer can keep 

track of the usage. (see page 26)

Ask us at any time about about specifics of our customisation options via 

support@roomstyler.com

Default Roomstyler

DMLights 3D Homeplanner

Praxis Bathroom planner

DULUX Amazing space interior design service

Falabella 3D Homeplanner

Using live example clients we will go through all the options for customization. 

Click on the links below to view the planners online:

https://roomstyler.com/3dplanner
https://dmlights.roomstyler.com/3dplanner
https://praxis.roomstyler.com/3dplanner
https://amazingspace.roomstyler.com/3dplanner
http://falabella.roomstyler.com/3dplanner
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Feature    Remarks/descripiton

Show / Hide    Splash screen can be hidden completely if all      

     sessions should start in the same way

Start from scratch    Always available when Splash is shown.

Start from furnished room   A (furnished) room can be chosen to       

     start with (through a room id)  

Choose from saved designs   Only shows for a logged in user that       

     enters through ‘create room action‘

Show video tutorial   Shows icon that links to (default or       

     custom) video tutorial(s)

Customize Welcome Message  Can be changed/translated

Custom Texts    idem

Customize Color    Same color as landing page and top bar of editor

Splash screen

How do you want a user to start a design session? See examples on the left.
All features are listed below.

Roomstyler default splash screen

Custom Welcome message

Custom color

Open saved room left out.
No tutorial videos

Custom URL to 
their own tutorial

No splash screen at all 
everyone starts with 
empty canvas.

Users can open their 
designs from top bar.

User can start with 
custom furnished room

Translated texts

DMlights splash screen

Falabella splash screen

Praxis: no splash screen

Splash screen examples
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Roomstyler Customization Options

Roomplanner
This is where people can draw and furnish their room

With their room they can:
-add doors, windows, flooring
-furnish the room with furniture and other products
-apply wallpaper/paint to the walls or cealing
-change camera viewpoint
-preview and create a photorealistic images from camera

10

Roomplanner sections Toolset

Side bar
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Canvas

Top bar
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Feature    Remarks/descripiton
Units     m or ft

Show hints on start   Yellow hints helping the user with direct understanding 

Room flooring    Floor texture that is used in rooms by default. 

     The default is wooden planks, but can be customised.

Camera and preview   Only to be hidden if 3D images is not relevant for clients

3D photo button    Can be hidden to use a custom button instead.

Canvas

People can drag and drop rooms and furniture into 
the canvas and pick their camera position here

Roomstyler default canvas
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Virtual Bathrooms

Amazing-space client mode Amazing-space designer

No camera, 3D preview or render button

Custom theme colorCustom material for default room surface 

No 3D photo button

go back to top
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Feature    Remarks/descripiton
New/Save/Open room   These options can be hidden and done from a retailers interface

Undo/Redo    Lets a user undo or redo one step

Help icons    Gives access to help, forum, tutorials, shortcuts

Login/Register/profile Options  Can be hidden if planner is integrated in a retailers own log in environment

Top bar

Roomstyler default

undo/redo

new/open/save etc help options register and profile options
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Top bar examples

Praxis Bathroom planner

DMLights top bar

help icon links directly to 
their own help page

register and profile integrated 
in their own system

register and profile integrated 
in their own systemtranslated texts
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Feature    Remarks/descripiton
A) Build room layout   Draw walls, add doors, windows architectural items

B) Furnish your room   Furnish your room with furniture, architectural items, lighting and more

C) Decorate your room   Choose a color to paint a room surface or pick a material.

   

D) Populate your list   Overview of uploaded photos, placed products and materials

E) Scene Properties   The amount of walls doors windows products and materials in the room

F) Custom collection / New   Can be used for a retailers catalogue if the retailer also wants to display   

     some of Roomstylers default products. Displayed with custom logo.

Roomplanner (continued)

Toolset

These are buttons to switch the tools as displayed in the side bar.
Tools can be further customized, some can be left out.
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DULUX client 
amazingspace 

PRAXIS
bathroom designtool

DMlights 3D Homeplanner

Roomstyler default
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Feature Praxis  DULUX client  DMLights Remarks/descripiton
Walls  Yes  Yes   Yes  No customization possible.

Doors  Yes  limited set of items Yes  we advise using the default

Windows Yes  limited set of items Yes  we advise using the default

Architecture Hidden  limited set of items Yes  There is a better structured set of architecture

         in the furniture library, this section is mainly if

         a client wants this next to their own library

Garden  Hidden  Hidden   Yes  if you want trees shrubs and flowes, we recommend  

         to use this set.

Build Toolset

These are the tools to build your main room/space layout They are opened with this icon.
Below we list the tools and some examples in customisation

DULUX client 
amazingspace 

PRAXIS
bathroom designtool

DMlights 3D Homeplanner

Roomstyler default
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PRAXIS  Amazingspace  DMLights  
   designer section
Only custom categories Limited set of default  Default libraries

filled with custom  categories, with           PLUS

products.  custom products  Custom products 

      under the logo

Roomplanner (continued)

Furniture catalogue

We have an extensive furniture catalogue of over 10000 items. As a reatailer you can have people 
access this total catalogue, select several categories which are useful for your clients plans and/or have 
us add your own collection of products.
Items are accessed through the category selection, through the search field or by color/size selection.

Furniture catalogue examples

Roomstyler default
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DM Lights collection accessible 
through logo

A selected product shows by 
button and custom light feature

PRAXIS - custom product
properties

PRAXIS - product collection with 
custom categories under

PRAXIS - custom furniture
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Roomplanner (continued)

Decorate tools

You can have your own collection of materials like tiles, carpet, wood etc, resulting in a 
custom set of categories. You can also add categories with materials already present in the 
Roomstyler tool.

Materials can be applied to walls, floors or ceilings.

20

Roomstyler default
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Categories Praxis  Amazingspace 
    designer section
Paint  Yes  Yes   

Carpet  Hidden  Yes    

Stone  Hidden  Hidden    

Tiles  Custom set Yes    

Wallpaper Hidden  Yes

Wood  Hidden  Yes     

Patio  Hidden  Hidden

Decorate Examples

PRAXIS custom tiling

PRAXIS

Amazingspace - designer section
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Save menu and Render ready message

When a user saves a room we have a default save menu, which can be customized.
Also, you can create your own save interaction.

When the render is ready, you can either use our default setup or build your own message.

DMLights Save and Render menu

23

Praxis register menu

Praxis login menu

Praxis save and render menu
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Renders and listing rooms

The outcome is a photorealistic image of the room.
You will have your own logo appear on the renders of rooms.

Custom logo

Product markersCustom logo

Product name displayed on 
mouseover markers, and a 
custom URL to a product 
details page.

25

Markers and product list

Our default room page will also show markers for all products of 
interest in the room. These markers can link to a custom URL with 
product info. Also these products are listed below.

Design Within Reach room page

go back to top
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Roomstyler for retailers comes with the Insights Pages that lets you 

keep track of how people are using the roomstyler tool.

This way you can search through rooms, products and users and see 

how well it is used.

On the following pages we show the various sections.

Retailer insights



Retailer Insights Retailer Insights
1: Search 2: Statistics

The search page helps you find rooms that correspond to the search term. Our statistics will tell you how much new rooms, new users and renders are made during a certain time.
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Retailer Insights Retailer Insights
3: Products 3: Rooms with product

The products page shows you how often your products are used in rooms. From this page you can access all rooms with a specific product in them.
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Retailer Insights
4: Users

This page gives you insight in your users.
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4: Users 4: User page by Admin

This page gives you insight in your users. Clicking on a user lets you take a look at the users profile. As an admin you will be able to give the user 
extra credits or impersonate the user if neccasary. Please be respectful towards the privacy of your users.

Retailer Insights
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Retailer Insights
5: Rooms

Scroll through the rooms your users are making.
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